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Hurwitz’s proof of Lagrange’s theorem that every positive integer is a sum of four 
squares of integers is but one of the extensive list of articles which relate quatemion 
arithmetics to quaternary (and ternary) quadratic forms (see [Marie-France 
Vignbas, Arithmetique des algdbres the quaternions, in “Lecture Notes in Mathe- 
matics,” Vol. 800, Springer-Verlag, New York, 19801 for a partial bibliography). 
Hurwitz’s argument uses the property that a quaternion in the ring of Hurwitz 
quatemions with norm divisible by a prime p has a factor of norm p, The purpose 
of this article is to determine the connections between factorization in general 
quatemion orders over the integers, the ideal theory of the order and the genus 
structure of the corresponding quadratic lattice; and to list the positive definite 
quaternion orders which admit various types of factorization. Our work can be 
viewed as a continuation of Gordon Pall’s initial investigations in [Trans. Amer. 
Math. Sot. 59 (1946), 5033513; Duke Math. J. 4 (1938), 6967041. 0 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. PRELI~~INARIES 
Let A denote a quaternion algebra over the field Q of rational numbers. 
Thus A has a Q-basis 1, i, j, k with i2 = a, j2 = 6, a and b nonzero rationals, 
ij= -ji = k, and A contains Q with the integer 1 serving as the multi- 
plicative identity for A. The map tl = r + si + tj + uk --) a* = r - si - tj - uk 
defines an anti-automorphism on A having order 2 and the reduced norm 
and trace on A are given be Q(u)=c(cI*, tr(a)=cr+u*. A is a nonsingular 
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quadratic space over Q under the bilinear form (a, /I) = tr(aj?*)/2 with 
corresponding norm Q(a). The Hasse principle implies that Q(A) is the set 
of all positive rational numbers when Q is positive definite and Q(A) = Q 
otherwise [4, 63:18, 66:3]. We use the superscript . to denote the group 
of units of a ring. Note that a EA’ if and only if Q(E) #O. Addition- 
ally, (aA ar) = Q(a)(B, Y); (ah Y) = (~1, yB*); aB = +*a* + 2(a, B*) and 
a2 - 2(a, 1 )a + Q(a) = 0. Consequently, B = Q + Qa is a 2-dimensional sub- 
algebra of A for each a E A - Cl. If B is nonsingular as a quadratic subspace 
and /I E B’ n A’, B’ the orthogonal complement of B, then 1, a, /3, 
afi = /Ia* is a basis for A (a’/3 is a nonzero element in the orthogonal 
complement of the nonsingular subspace having basis 1, al, p, with 
a’ = a - (a, 1)). 
A lattice on A is any finitely generated, rank 4 module L over the ring 
Z of rational integers. The discriminant, dis(L), of L is 16 det((o,, oi)) 
where wl, 02, wX, o4 is a Z-basis for L. The reduced discriminant, A(L), is 
the square root of the discriminant of L. The norm, N(L), of a lattice L is 
the H-module generated by the set Q(L) of norms from L. For each prime 
p, jl lip denotes the p-adic valuation on the field Q, of p-adic rationals, and 
the p-adic completion L, of L is identified with the closure of a lattice L 
on A in the p-adic completion A 0 o QP = A, of A over Q. Lq denotes the 
lattice L scaled by a positive rational q, i.e., the module L with bilinear 
form ( , )’ = q( , ). Since Q(A) contains all positive rational numbers, the 
normalization f, = L”” is isometric to LI for 1 E A having norm l/n, n the 
positive generator for N(L). We can therefore view L as a lattice on A. 
An order on A is a lattice /i on A which is a subring of A containing 1. 
Since /i is an integral over Z, Q(a) and 2(a, 1) EA for each a E A. We say 
that A has factorization induced by norm factorization (FNF) if for each 
y E ,4 having nonzero norm and for each positive integer a dividing Q(y) 
there exist a, /I l /i such that y = /?a and Q(a) = a. A has factorization 
induced by focal factorization (FLF) if for each y E A having nonzero norm 
and for each positive integer a dividing Q(y) there exist a, fl E ,4 such that 
y = /?a and Q(a) = a whenever such factorizations exist in /i, for each prime 
p. A fractional left (right) A-ideal is any lattice L on A which is also a left 
(right) A-submodule of A. L is A-principal if L = AL for some 1 E A having 
nonzero norm. L is A-inuertible if there is a fractional right n-ideal K such 
that LK= .4. For quaternion orders, L is n-invertible if and only if L, is 
/l,-principal at each prime p, but this equivalence can fail for orders in 
higher dimensional algebras [3]. 
The orthogonal group or group of isometries of A is denoted by O(A) 
and the subgroup of isometries of determinant 1 by SO(A). SO(A) consists 
of all maps of the type x + crxz, 0, r~ A’ with Q(a) = l/Q(r) [S]; the 
spinor norm of such an isometry is Q(a) Q” [6]. O’(A) denotes the 
subgroup of O(A) of the isometries having spinor norm 1 = Qa2. Note that 
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O(A) is generated by SO(A) and conjugation *. The class, Cls(L), of a 
(quadratic) lattice on A is the orbit of L under O(A) and the proper class, 
Cls+(L), the orbit under SO(A). The class and the proper class coincide in 
the event L is fixed by an isometry of determinant - 1 as in the case 
L = L*, the case for orders on A,. The genus, Gen(L), consists of all 
lattices K on A which are locally isometric to L; i.e., Kp E Cls(L,) for each 
prime p. The spinor genus, Spn(L), consists of those lattices K on A for 
which there exist @E O(A) and, for each prime p, a 9, E O’(A,), such that 
@JKp) = 9,(L,), !Dp the extension of @ to A,. The principal genus of A, 
PGen(A), consists of all fractional left A-ideals L such that 1 E Gen(A). We 
could equally define the principal spinor genus, PSpn(A), by replacing 
genus with spinor genus in the previous definition, but remarkably the two 
sets coincide (Lemma 1 below). Clearly, PGen(A) is a subset of the set of 
fractional invertible left A-ideals and contains all principal left A-ideals. 
2. THEOREMS 
LEMMA 1. If A is an order on A, L a fractional left A-ideal, then 
L E PGen(A) implies that EE Spn(A). Moreover, Spn(A) = {I: L E PGen(A’) 
for some order A’ E Spn(A)}. 
ProoJ For LE PGen(A) select ill A so that LAE Gen(A). Thus, for 
each prime p there are cp and rp E A; such that L,1= (LA), = ap Aprp and 
Q(a,) = l/Q(r,). Since L, is a left A,-module, it follows that ApapAp = 
a,A, and therefore a,A, 3 Apa,. Since the latter two lattices have the 
same discriminant, equality follows and we have L,il = A,a,r,. Since 
Q(a,z,) = 1 and right multiplication by an element of norm 1 has spinor 
norm 1, Lz L1 E Spn(A). Conversely, if LE Spn(A) then there exists 
K~Cls(1) such that at each p, Kp=apApzp= a,A,a;‘a,z, with Q(a,)= 
l/Q(7,) a square in Clep. Since LI and A have the same completions at all 
but finitely many primes, ap can be assumed to be 1 at all but finitely 
many primes. Hence there is a lattice A’ on A with the property that 
apApa;’ = A; for each prime p (see [4, p. 2181). Then A’ is an order, and 
K E Spn( A’), A’ E Spn( A) follow. 
LEMMA 2. If A is an order on A, L a fractional left A-ideal contained 
in A and N(L) = nZ, then L is A-invertible if and only if there exist y E L 
such that L =nA+ Ay and Q(y)/n, n are relatively prime. Moreover, L is 
A-principal if and only if y has a right factor in A having norm f n. 
Proof: If L is invertible then there exist y,, E Ap such that L, = Ap yp for 
each prime p dividing n. Use the strong approximation theorem [4,21:2] 
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for the existence of a y EL sufficiently close to yp as to assure that L, = Apy 
for each prime dividing n. Thus Q(y) = Q(y,) = nup with up E Z’, at each 
prime dividing n. Since n E N(L), it follows that K = n/l + Ay has the same 
localizations as L. Hence K= L, and Q(y)/n is relatively prime to n. Con- 
versely, such an L has localization equal to A, at a p not dividing n and 
A,,y at a p dividing n, and is therefore invertible. If 01 E A is a right factor 
of y and Q(u) = n or --n then Aa 2 L. At a prime p not dividing n, both 
L and Acr localize to L and a prime p dividing n, both localize to A,,yp. 
Therefore, L = Au. 
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent for an order A on A : 
(a) A has FLF, 
(b ) L E PGen(A) implies L is principal, 
(c) Spn(A) = Cls(A). 
Proof (a) * (b) : By multiplying L E PGen(A) by a suitable integer, we 
can assume that L is contained in A. Since L is invertible, L = nA + Ay with 
Q(y)/n relatively prime to n, n a positive generator for N(L). By Lemma 2, 
we have only to show that y has a right factor in A having norm n or -n. 
Let 2 E A have norm l/n, The argument in Lemma 1 shows that at each 
primep, L,A = Aps, with E* E A, having norm 1. Consequently, L, = A,+ - l 
and epJ. - ’ = ap E A,, has Q(a,) = n. Therefore y has a local right factor of 
norm n in each completion, and (a) implies that y has a right factor in A 
having norm n. 
(b)=(c): If K~spn(A) then 3L~cls(K) and ~,,T,EA; at each 
prime p such that L, = a,A,r, with Q(a,) = l/Q(r,) E Qi. We can assume 
Q(c,) = 1 = Q(r,) by scalar multiplication, and can take a, = tp = 1 at all 
but finitely many primes. Let J be the lattice on A satisfying J, = ApoJ’ at 
all primes p. Since JE PGen(A), J= /la* for some cr necessarily having 
norm f 1. Since rr and cp are associates, Q(o) = - 1 implies that 
- 1 E: Q(A,) for all primes p. But in this event, - 1 E Q(A) [4, p. 31 I]. We 
can therefore adjust Q by a unit in A so that Q(a) = 1. Note that 
aA, = a,A, at each prime p. Repeat the previous argument with rp 
replacing a,* to obtain a r having norm 1 for which aA,z = rrp Aptp at all p. 
Then aAr = L is in the class of A. 
(c)*(a): Let a denote a positive divisor of Q(y) #O, y E A, and 
assume that for each prime p, up E Ap is a right factor of y having norm a. 
Let L be the lattice on A whose completion at each prime p is Apap. Local 
considerations show that N(L) is generated by a and that if I E A has norm 
l/a, then L1 E Spn(A). Now (c) implies that LI E Cls(A), and it follows that 
L = Aa for some c1 E A. Upon taking norms, we see that Q(E) = +a. By 
repeating the argument in the last part of the previous implication, we can 
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adjust a so that Q(a) = a. Finally, note that y E n Apa, = L = Aa and a is 
the desired factor. 
The equivalence of (b), (c) in Theorem 1 appears in part in [7]. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A is indefinite then each order on A has FLF. 
Proof For in this case the spinor genus and the class coincide [4, 
10453. 
THEOREM 2. The following are equivalent for an order A on A : 
(a) Fractional invertible left A-ideals are principal, 
(b) Gen(A)= Cls(A) and Q(A,) contains all units in Z, for each 
prime p except for possibly one prime q when A is indefinite and, for this 
exception, f Q(A,) contains all units in Z,, 
(c) Gen(A) = as(A) and +_ Q(A) contains all integers relatively prime 
to A(A), 
(d) For y E A, a factorization Q(y) =ab with a, b nonzero relatively 
prime integers, implies the existence of a right factor of y having norm &a. 
Proof (a) =z- (b). The proof that Gen(A) = Us(A) parallels the proof 
of (b) implies (c) in Theorem 1. Let u, be a unit in Z,. Since A, is univer- 
sal, there is a pL4 E A, such that Q(p,) = uq. Let L be the lattice on A whose 
completions are A, for p # q and A4pL4 at q. By (a), L = Ap for some p E A. 
A norm argument gives Q(p) = f 1. Note that ,n E A, for p # q and at q, 
p = I,pL, with 2, E A;. Consequently, Q(u,&) = u,Q(p), and Q(u) E Q(A,) 
for p # q. Note also that if Q(p) = -1 and there is a Ed E A, of norm - 1 
then Q(u,&) = uq. The proof of the first implication now follows. 
(b) * (a): Let L be A-invertible. We can assume N(L) = Z by multi- 
plying L on the right by a suitable element in A. Thus, L, = Apap with 
Q(a,) a unit in Z, at each prime p. Now (b) implies that we can adjust ap 
by left multiplication by a unit in Ap so that Q(a,) = 1 except possibly at 
one prime q where Q(a,) = -1 and A is indefinite. In the latter event, 
replace L by L< with [E A having norm - 1 and repeat the previous 
adjustment to conclude that Lc E Gen(A). Since Cls(L) = Gen(L), it follows 
that L is principal. 
The equivalence of (a) and (d) is immediate (Lemma 2) and the implica- 
tion (b) * (c) routine. For the final implication (c) =z. (b), let up E Z;. Now 
uPo Q(A,) for all primes not dividing A(A) [4, Example 91.33. Let q 
denote one of the remaining primes and select integers a, b such that 
a= -b~1mod4pfora11primesp(d(A),p#q,anda~’u,,b~’u,areq-adic 
units which are squares. Assuming (c), there are a, p E A having norms f a, 
+ b, respectively. If either sign is positive or - 1 E Q(A,) then it follows that 
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uq is a norm from n4. Otherwise, 
Q(qF’) E -1 mod 4 
-uq is a norm from A4 and since 
p implies that - 1 is a norm from all other A,, the 
implication follows. 
Let J(p) denote the preimage in A, of the Jacobson radical Jp of A,/pAp. 
Since Jp is nilpotent and its elements quadratic over F, = Z/pi?, 2(cr, 1) and 
Q(E) E 0 mod p for all c1 E J(p). Since J, is an ideal, pi2 3 2(aA, 1) = 2(c(, /i) 
for all o! E J( p). It follows that J(p) = { c1 E A,: pZ, 2 2(a, AP) and 
Q(a)=Omodp} since the right side maps to a nil ideal in Ap/pA,. Note 
that J(p) = p/l, if p does not divide A(A). 
LEMMA 3. If y E Ap -J(p) has norm divisible by p then y has a right 
factor having norm pu,, up a p-adic unit. 
Proof: We can assume that p2 1 Q(r). The hypothesis implies that there 
is an a E Ap satisfying 2(a, y) = 1. Thus, fi = PLY + y has norm pup with up a 
p-adic unit. Since $* is divisible by p, p is the desired factor. 
A lattice L over E, has a Jordan splitting L z L -m I L -m + 1 I . . . I L, 
where Li = 0 or has scale s(Li) = (Li, Li) = piEp and Lp-’ is unimodular. 
We refer the reader to [4] for the invariants of a Jordan splitting. 
LEMMA 4. A, has the property that each of its nonunits has a right factor 
of norm pup, up a p-adic unit, if and only if Ap has one of the following 
Jordan splittings when p is odd: L,; LOLL,, rank L, =2; 
L, I L, I L,E (1) I (p) I (up) I (vp2), -v a nonsquare, and A, has 
one of the following Jordan splittings: 
L ~1;L,-LL,,2Z,~Q(L,),rankL,=2;L,r(1)I(1)I(1)~(1). 
Proof: Case p odd: Then there is an orthogonal basis 1, c(, /?, y of Ap 
with corresponding norms 1, up”, vpb, wp’, a < b 6 c, a + b + c E 0 mod 2 
and U, v, w  p-adic units. Assuming the existence of factors having norm an 
associate of p, we see that a < 1. In this event, the conditions on the 
exponents imply that a/? = --Pa = ey, e a p-adic unit (a/3 is in the 
orthogonal complement of 1, a, /?). If b > 2 and r = r + sa + tfi + xafl is a 
right factor of j? having norm divisible by p then j?r* EZ rl( + sag E 0 mod p, 
hence p divides r and s. But in this case, p2 divides Q(r). Thus, 
a=b=c=O; a=O, b=c=l; or a=b=l, c=2. Conversely, in the first 
even J(p) = pA, and factorization follows. In the second event, we need 
only consider a 6 E J(p), say 6 = pd + pea + f/l + gab. Since S/I* E 0 mod p, 
B is the desired factor. In the final, case, we can assume that u = 1, v = w  
(ux’ + vy2 represents 1 over ZP). If -v is not a square mod p, 6 E A and 
p21 Q(6) then 6 has the form pd+ pea + pfp+ ga/3 and a (or p) is the 
desired factor. If -v = h2, we consider 6 = ha + 8. If z = r + sa + tfl + xafl is 
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a right factor of 6 and p 1 Q(r) then p( r and &* E (ht - s) aP = 0 mod p. 
Since s E ht mod p, Q(Z) is divisible by p2. Consequently, 6 does not have 
a right factor whose norm is an associate of p. 
Case p = 2, s(A,) = (l/2) Z2 : Let CI E A2 satisfy (a, 1) = l/2. Then 
A2 = R I B with R = Z, + c&Z,. Let fi E B be such that IIQ(/?)llZ is maximal. 
If Q(p) is a unit then A2 = R I PR and J(2) = 2/1,, hence factorization. We 
claim that 4 does not divide Q(B); for if p +/I’ is a right factor of /I with 
norm 2mod4, then j?(p*--j?‘)=Omod2. Since PER and P’EB, fip*~B 
and /I/?’ E R and both are 0 mod 2. If now Q(B) = 0 mod 4 then 
Q(/Y) z 0 mod 4, hence Q(p) - 2 mod 4. Thus p is a right factor of p and 
it follows that the left quotient /I” is in B. But then 11Q(fl”)112> IlQ(/I)l12, a 
contradiction. Finally, if Q(B) - 2 mod 4 then a discriminant argument 
shows that .4, = R I #lR. If p + fi’ E J(2), 2 I p and /I is the desired factor. 
Case p=2, s(n*)=Z,: Then n,=E, I B and /IE B with ~~Q(/?)~~2 
maximal must satisfy Q(p) = +l, 2 mod 4 for factorization to exist. We 
claim that /IZ, splits B. This is clearly the case of Q(/?) = &l mod 4. If 
2 I Q(B) and PZ, does not split B then 3/I’ E B such that (p, fi’) = 
-(/lb’, 1) - 1 mod 2. In this event, Z, + PZ, + /3’Z, is an orthogonal 
summand of A, with orthogonal complement in /i, with basis vector y. 
But since 2 I Q(y), Q(j?fi’) - (BP’, 1) E 1 mod 2, a contradiction. Thus 
/i, = Z, I j?Z, I C. As in the previous case, factorization implies the 
existence of a y E C with norm f 1 or 2 modulo 4, a discriminant argument 
implies the existence of a y E C with norm + 1 or 2 modulo 4, and a 
discriminant argument implies that 1, B, y, y/3 is a basis for /i, or 
Q(y) = 2 mod 4 and A2 is unimodular. Factorization is seen to fail in case 
2 I Q(B) by considering the element /I + y. 
If A2 is unimodular then B is isometric to one of ( 1) I ( 1) I ( 1) or 
(1) I (3) I (3) [4, p. 2771, and we can assume that Q(B) = 1, Q(r) = 1 
or 3. It is easy to check that factorization is possible in the first event, but 
in the second event 1 + y fails to have a right factor with norm 2 modulo 4. 
Now assume .4, is not unimodular, Q(b) = 1 mod 2 and Q(r) E 2 mod 4. 
If Q(B)= 3 mod 4 then one shows that 1 +/I fails to have a right factor 
with norm an associate of 2, and if Q(B) = 1 mod 4 then 1 + p + y fails to 
have the appropriate factorization. 
THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for an order A on A to 
have FNF is that Gen(n) = Cls(n); Ap has a Jordan splitting L,, or LO I L, 
with rank L, = 2 at each odd prime p; and A, has a Jordan splitting L_, , 
L-, I L, with 22,1Q(L,) and rankL,=2, or L,,=(l) I(1) I 
(1) l(l). 
Proof: Assuming FNF, each positive integer n must have a right factor 
having norm n. Thus Q(n) contains all positive integers. The third possible 
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Jordan splitting in Lemma 4 for odd primes cannot occur as it represents 
only p-adic units which are squares. The necessity now follows from 
Theorem 2 and Lemma 4. 
To see that the conditions are sufficient, note that it is only necessary to 
show that if a prime p 1 Q(y), y E /1, then y has a right divisor in n having 
norm p. Lemma 4 implies that y has a right divisor c(, E np whose norm is 
an associate of p. Approximate up with an a ~/i so that apA, = an,, and 
note that L = p/l + ny is contained in the invertible ideal K= pA + Aa. 
Any ,4 with the specified Jordan splittings is locally universal, hence 
Gen(/i) = Cls(n ) implies that /1 is universal (represents integers repre- 
sented by A). Theorem 2 implies therefore that K is principal. Since 
N(K) = pZ, it follows that y has a right divisor having norm +p. Since - 1 
is a norm from A in the indefinite case, y has a right divisor having norm p. 
COROLLARY 5. If A is indefinite then FNF holds for any order having 
local Jordan splittings as given in the theorem. 
Proof: Since A is indefinite, Spn(A) = Cls(/i). Since dis(n) is divisible 
by at most p4 for any prime p, Gen(n) = Spn(n) [2]. 
3. COMPUTATIONS 
We determine in this section those definite quaternion orders satisfying 
Theorems 1,2, 3 in the previous section. The following preliminary results 
are needed to outline the computer program which produced the solutions. 
The algorithm is a minor variant of that given by G. Pall in [8]. 
PROPOSITION 6. If A’ 3 A are orders on A and A has FLF then A’ has 
FLF. 
Proof. For L E PGen( A’), 3a, E A, having norm 1 such that L, = Abap 
and a, = 1 except for finitely many primes. Let K denote the lattice on A 
such that K, = Apap at all primes p. Since K E Spn( A) = Cls( A), K = Aa for 
some a E A. Thus, L= A’K = A’a and the proposition follows from 
Theorem 1. 
Since every order is contained in a maximal order, Proposition 6 allows 
us to begin the search for those orders whose spinor genus and class 
coincide at the maximal level and descend from those. Following 
Eichler (see [ 13]), we let h(A) denote the number of left ideal classes for 
representatives for the isomorphism classes of maximal orders on A. Since 
maximal orders are maximal integral lattices [3, p. 2221, maximal lattices 
on A are in the same genus [4,91:2], and left ideals for maximal orders are 
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invertible [3, Th. 71, it follows that PGen(A) is the set of all left A-ideals 
when A is maximal. Since the genus and spinor genus coincide for maximal 
lattices [4, 102:9 and 91:8], Theorem 1 implies that Spn(A) = Cls(A) for a 
maximal order is equivalent to h(A) = 1. Eichler’s formula for h(A) is 
where (d/p) is the Kronecker symbol and cp is the Euler totient function 
[13]. An easy computation shows that Spn(n)=Cls(A) for a maximal 
order A implies that A(A) = 2,3, 5,7, or 13. The isomorphism classes of the 
maximal orders whose spinor genus and class coincide and their associated 
quadratic forms are represented by: 
Order Form 
42) x:+x:+x:+x:+x,x,+x,x,+x,x, 
A(3) x:+x:+x:+x$+x,x,+x,x, 
A(5) x:+x:+2x:+2x:+x,x,+x,x,+x,x,+x,x,+2x,x, 
A(7) x:+x;+2x;+2x~+x,x,+x,x, 
A(13) x:+2x:+2x:+4x:+x1x,+x,x,+x,x,+x,x,+2x,x, 
Beginning with each of the above orders, we generate, by an algorithm 
explained below, all maximal length sequences of orders A(A) = A,, 3 
A,3 . . . 3 A,, where each Ai satisfies Spn(A,) = Cls(A,) (equivalently, has 
FLF). Let Fi denote a quadratic form associated with a basis containing 1 
for Ai, then Pall [8, Sect. 121 shows that for some prime p the next term 
in such a sequence has corresponding form Fi + 1 = T’F, T where T is one of 
the matrices: 
Here 0 <a, b < p. Moreover, if a prime p first occurs at the ith stage, we 
can construct a sequence with p occurring at the first stage by taking AL 
to have the completion A(A), at q # p and (A,)p at p. G. Pall shows in [8] 
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that the genus of A, contains a class which does not represent 2 except for 
p=2,3,5,11,17whenA=2;p=2,3,5,7,11whenA=3;p=2,3,5when 
A = 5 ; p = 2 when A = 7 or 13. Since the genus and spinor genus of an 
order coincide when the discriminant is not divisible by the sixth power of 
an integer greater than 2[2], Spn(A,) contains more than one class except 
in cases listed above and perhaps two additional cases : p = 7 when A = 7 
and p = 13 when A = 13. 
We determine when an order A is in a spinor genus of one class by one 
of two methods. If the discriminant of the order is not divisible by the sixth 
power of any integer greater than 2 then the genus and spinor genus are 
equal. In this case, we calculate by computer the mass m and the number 
u of (lattice) automorphisms of the order to determine if m = l/u. 
Otherwise, we revert to Theorem 1. If L E PGen(A ), we may assume that L 
is contained in A. If G is the quadratic form associated with a basis for L 
then G represents a positive integer t < (A(L)/2)“’ = (A(A)/2)“’ [ 1, 
p. 1851. Let c( E L have norm t and set K= La*/n, n a generator for N(L). 
Then K is contained in A and N(K) = tZ. Therefore, we have only to check 
that all K= t/i + Ay, t 1 Q(y), in the principal genus of A are principal, 
O<t<(A(A)/2) . “2 We can express y in terms of a basis for A and reduce 
the coefficients of y modulo t obtaining a finite number of representatives 
for the classes in the principal genus of ,4. If K= ?A + ,4y, t 1 Q(r), t positive 
and tG is the quadratic form associated with a basis for K, then one sees 
that K is in the principal genus of A if and only if G is in the genus of A. 
A computer program based on [4: 92:2 and 93:29] is used to check this. 
Such a K is principal if and only if G represents 1, and a standard 
computer program is used to check the representation of 1. 
All programs were run on the California State University Cyber 760. The 
results are as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Table I lists representatives for the 40 isomorphism classes 
of positive definite quaternion orders in rational quaternion algebras in u 
spinor genus of one class (equivalently, having FLF). 
Table I is a list of the 40 orders by a (reduced) quadratic form associated 
with a basis for the order (note that two orders are isomorphic if and only 
if such associated forms are isometric [8, 131). The quadratic form 
c 1 ~f4js4 ai,Xi-x, is denoted by (a,,, a2*, a33+ a44, a,,, a13, a23r a14, 
a24r a34). 
We note that all but A(27)’ are in a genus of one class, thus providing 
computer verification of G. Pall’s hand calculations in [8] of the 39 
positive definite quaternion order in a genus on one class and the exten- 
sions of Pall’s computations by A. Parks in [ 121 for the 40 positive definite 
quaternion orders class and spinor genus coincide. Using Theorem 2 and 
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[ 14, p. 5371 which list the integers not represented by a form in Table I, we 
obtain : 
THEOREM 5. Table II lists representatives for all isomorphism classes of 
positive definite quaternion orders in rational quaternion algebras with the 
property that each fractional invertible left A-ideal is principal. 
Theorem 3 and a computer program listing Jordan decompositions give: 
THEOREM 6. Table III lists representatives for all isomorphism classes of 
positive definite quaternion orders in rational quaternion algebras which have 
FNF. 
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